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Abstract

Multistage switching networks play important role in communication and computer network. They make communication nodes connect to each other. In computer hardware switches connect processors and memories. Initially, switches are arranged as one stage interconnection. As clients are growing, multistage is a must. The finding Clos multistage switching initiated multistage technologies. Benes improves Clos by reducing number of cross-points by using a 2 x 2 switch element and call re-routing. Batcher improves the technology by other way which is sorting destination address. Banyan is then joined to Batcher to simplify routing control. This paper analyses the number of cross-point required in Clos, Benes and Batcher Banyan to accomplish multistage switching architecture of 16, 64, 256, 1024 and 2048 input/output ports. As result, Clos cross-point is in averages 495.24% higher than Benes and Benes and 160.30% higher than Batcher Banyan. Clos blocking probabilities are closed to zero. Benes blocking probabilities are conditionally zero. Batcher Banyan blocking probabilities are zero.
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1. Introduction

Demand on switching technologies follows the growth of communication users. Switches route calls (on circuit switching network) and packets (on packet switching network) from sources to destinations[1]–[3]. A Switching speed is urgently required as transmission speed advances. Therefore, non-blocking switching is a necessity. The story of multistage switching started when Charles Clos published his finding of multistage interconnection network in 1953 [4]. Rather than using an N x N switching network that results N² switching elements, Clos 3 stages switching produces smaller number of switching elements. Switch reduction constitutes to blocking probability. However, at Clos architecture, if the switch module at middle stage follows m >=n-1, switch is non-blocking [4]. Ten years after this finding, Benes published his research on Clos cross-point reduction without suffering network blocking. This is achieved by replacing switching elements at any stage by using 2 x 2 switching elements and dividing middle switches to N/2 x N/2 elements (Benes, 1962). However, Benes multistage switching is non-blocking re-configurable where new calls are set up by using idle input-output terminals and re-routing the existing calls. This re-routing process requires routing algorithm which were proposed by many researchers. Looping procedure was proposed by [5], parallel routing was proposed by [6], matrix based algorithm was proposed by [7], and division routing algorithm and input/output algorithm proposed in [8]. The drawback is, Benes network needs a complex control to accommodate new calls [9]. There are more researchers working on switching architecture, including adopting optical switching. Speeds of transmission lines have reached terabits per second. Many of this high speed links go to single switching point, so the switching speed and non-blocking states should be able to accommodate it. As an initial work, this paper discusses the basic architecture that forms switching design including Clos, Benes and Batcher Banyan and compares the cross-point number to realize the N x N switching matrix.

2. Interconnecting Network

Terminals in computer and communication devices communicate through interconnection[10], [11]. The bus topology is no longer effective as it is not scalable, adjustable and assessable. It is also intolerant to errors. Therefore, switching topology offers promising connection as it is able to connect terminal directly. Figure 1 shows a full squared crossbar switch that is able to connect all inputs to all outputs. The N² cross-points are expensive so that point reduction is necessary. Multistage switches give better choice [12].
3. Multistage Interconnecting Networks

Multistage interconnecting networks are proposed by researchers including Banyan [13], Delta, Cube, Omega, Clos [4], Benes [14], Batcher [15], and Batcher Banyan [16]. Multistage switching is interesting as it offers the unblocking characteristics and fewer cross-points. The non-blocking multistage interconnecting networks are categorized into three categories:

- Non-blocking in strict sense: the non-blocking state stays whatever the input-output states. The inputs-outputs are always connectable and not depending to other calls.
- Non-blocking in wide sense: it follows a particular rule that a condition should be fulfilled by a new call so that the route is non-blocking.
- Rearrangeably non-blocking: some multistage interconnecting networks are reconfigurable, others are not. In order a new call is non-blocking; the existing call should be rearranged.

3.1 Clos Three Stage Switching

At the Clos three stage switching, number of switch elements at the second stage determines the switch blocking probability. In order to find the suitable non-blocking probability number of elements, Figure 2 is employed. If there are n inputs of the first stage switch and m outputs of the third stage, then the connection from input B to output H requires sufficient switches so that other (n-1) inputs and other (m-1) outputs can be connected through neighboring switches. The required switches are (n-1) + (m-1)+1 or n + m - 1. If n = m, then number of switches is 2n – 1. For large input/output N then the cross-point (CP) is 6N^{3/2} – 3N [4]. The Clos three stage switching is shown in Figure 3.
If \( p \) is the probability an input to an output link busy, then probability of a link between first and second stages is busy expressed as function below:

\[
p' = \frac{p}{m}
\]

Since there are \( m \) possible routes in network, then the blocking probability \( P_b \) be:

\[
P_b = [1 - (1 - p')]^m
\]

Since the first and the third stages are symmetric, then the characteristic is represented by triple \((m, n, r)\) where \( m \) is middle switch, \( n \) is input or output ports of first or third stage, \( r \) is number of input and output switches. For instant, Clos network \((3,3,4)\) refers to \( m = 3, n = 3, r = 4 \). Stage 1 has 4 switching elements of \( 3 \times 3 \), stage 2 has 3 switching elements of \( 4 \times 4 \) and third stage has 4 switching elements of \( 3 \times 3 \). Figure 5 shows the Clos \((3,3,4)\) and Figure 6 shows Clos \((5,3,4)\) \[18\].

3.2 Benes Multistage Switching

Benes network is rearrangebly non-blocking Clos three stage switching with \( MS = 2 \) and \( a = b = 2 \), where \( MS \) is middle switch, \( a \) is number of inlet of each switching element and \( b \) is the output. Clos architecture can be modified to be Benes by adjusting \( m = n = 2 \), \( r = N/2 \) and \( N > 4 \) where \( N \) is input or output number, written as Clos \((2,2,N/2)\). Figure 7 shows Clos \((2,2,N/2)\) with \( N \) inputs, every switch has inlet \( n = 2 \), outlet \( m = 2 \) and middle stage \( (MS) \) \( M = 2 \) and input switch \( r = N/2 \) \[14\].

The middle stage switch is then \( N/2 \times N/2 \) as shown in Figure 8. By replacing middle switch to be of \( 2 \times 2 \) elements, the Benes network is achieved. Figure 9 shows the complete Benes network.

To develop Benes multistage switching \( 16 \times 16 \) (Figure 10), Benes \( 8 \times 8 \) is to be the middle switch and so on. If Benes \( N \times N \) is built then \( N/2 \times N/2 \) is the middle switch.
If Benes has $N$ input-output, then number switch stage ($S$) is $S = 2\log_2 N - 1$ with each stage has $N/2$ switch elements of $2\times2$. Total switching element is $SE = N\log_2 N - N/2$ and total cross-point is $CP = 4(N\log_2 N - N/2)$. For instance, Benes switching $16 \times 16$ has $2\log_2 16 - 1 = 7$ stages, $16\log_2 16 - 16/2 = 72$ switching elements and $4(16\log_2 16 - 16/2) = 224$ cross-points.

By using the same input-output pairs the route arrangement can be refigures as in Figure 12. The algorithm employed is input and output algorithm. It proofs that rearrangeable non-blocking of Benes network in transferring pairs of 0-3, 1-0, 2-7, 3-1, 4-4, 5-6, 6-2, 7-5 can be performed through inter-stage links without conflict so that blocking probability is zero.

### 3.3 Batcher Banyan Multistage Switching

Batcher Banyan multistage switching is a combination of two switching networks that have different topologies forming a multistage network. Banyan is a self-routing where packets routed based on destination address on packet headers. Self-routing reduces control complexity. Banyan with $N$ input/output has $\log_2 N$ switching stages and $N/2\log_2 N$ switching elements. The total cross-point number is $2N\log_2 N$ for switching size $N \times N$ [13].

However, Banyan is a blocking switch. Conflict occurs when two packets has the same outlet at a switching element. Figure 13 shows how blocking occurred at Banyan $8 \times 8$ for input-output pairs 000-011, 001-111, 010-001, 011-110, 100-010, 101-100, 110-101 and 111-000 [19].

As shown in Figure 13, two conflict packets occurred at the second stage, where two packets contended the same link output. This cannot be solved by Banyan itself. One of the solutions is by placing a Batcher network back-to-back. Batcher performs sorting before packets enter Banyan. However, before entering Banyan, packets should be shuffled deciding the new input port for Banyan. Figure 14 shows the link shuffle [20].
Batcher switch is built by 2x2 switch elements that work as a sorter, the address bits with higher value go to output port pointed by the arrow (Figure 15a) [15]. But if there is only one input packet, the chosen output is at the beginning of arrow (Figure 15b).

Batcher network of N inputs has N/2 switch per stage, \( \log_2 N(1+\log_2 N)/2 \) number of stages and \( N \log_2 N \) switching elements. Batcher with 8 inputs has 6 stages, 4 switches per stage and total 24 switching elements as shown in Figure 16.

Batcher Banyan size N has N/2 switch per stage, \( \log_2 N(1+\log_2 N)/2 \) stages and \( N \log_2 N \) switching elements. Figure 17 shows Batcher Banyan switching 8 x 8 [21].

Batcher Banyan works as follows (Figure 18). Batcher sorts input packets according the address bits as pointed by the arrows. There are two mergers: 4 x 4 and 8 x 8. The merger switches forwards packet as the sorter to the intended output port. After passing Batcher, packets get through shuffle links. Shuffle links forward packets to the correct Banyan inputs ports. Banyan directs packets to the intended output. Figure 18 shows routing in Batcher Banyan for pairs: 000-111, 001-010, 010-100, 011-101, 100-000, 101-110, 110-011 and 111-001. No conflict occurs in routing.

### 3.4 Multistage Switching Cross-Point Comparison

As the results of analysis in previous section, the numbers of cross-points required to develop multistage switching of Clos, Benes and Batcher Banyan for size N x N with N is 16, 64, 256, 1024 and 4096 are shown in Table 1. Benes has the smallest number of cross-point, followed by Batcher Banyan and Clos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input-Output Number (N)</th>
<th>Cross-points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clos 3 Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2,880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Cross-point Comparison**
Table 2 shows the blocking probabilities. The probability of blocking of Clos multistage switching closes to zero. When m > 2n - 1, Clos network is strictly non-blocking. Likewise, Benes probability of blocking is zero given that re-routing is performed. Batcher Banyan on the other hand give zero probabilities without condition as sorting avoid collision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input-Output Number (N)</th>
<th>Clos 3 level</th>
<th>Benes</th>
<th>Batcher Banyan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.3 x 10^-4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>6.6 x 10^-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>6.8 x 10^-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>6.8 x 10^-4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>6.9 x 10^-71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

The paper has analyzed three types of multistage switching: Clos, Benes and Batcher Banyan. Clos has the highest number of cross-points, followed by Benes and Batcher Banyan. In average Clos cross-point is 495.24% higher than Benes and 160.30% higher than Batcher Banyan. Clos blocking probabilities are closed to zero. Benes blocking probabilities are zero given that complex control algorithm successfully rearrange connection. Finally Batcher Banyan produces zero probabilities easily as sorting is applied.
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